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Abstract

This supplementary material provides additional experi-
mental results, discussion and interpretations that comple-
ment our paper. The additional results refer to more param-
eters and options in the underlying retrieval models, more
parameters and options in our burst detection and aggrega-
tion, more datasets and more large scale experiments. We
also include a comparison to the state-of-the-art.

1. Introduction
We follow the same experimental setup as outlined in

section 4.1 in the paper, and separately present results on
VLAD and SMK*/ASMK*, as in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of
our the paper, respectively. As promised in our paper, the
content is as follows.

1. Additional results for varying vocabulary size k;

2. Analysis of the effect different parameters depending
on the retrieval model;

3. Results for more datasets, including large scale ones.

We adopt connected components for burst detection by
default in all our experiments. On Holidays, we employ the
proposed descriptor kernel and scale kernel only; referring
to (2) in the paper, we use kernel kuks. On Oxford and Paris
on the other hand, we employ all three kernels, i.e. descrip-
tor, scale and orientation; that is, i.e. kukskθ referring to (2).
This setting always gives the best performance.

In all graphs, the baseline is always the rightmost point.

2. More results with VLAD
We begin by providing a quantitative comparison of

connected components vs. hierarchical spectral clustering
(HSC) for burst detection and aggregation, justifying our
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choice of algorithm. We then complement our evaluation
on VLAD given in section 4.2 in the paper, by providing
results on varying vocabulary size k, on the effect of power
law normalization and on large scale experiments. Unless
otherwise stated, we use a vocabulary of k = 16, no power
law normalization and symmetric aggregation.

Burst detection. Fig. 1 illustrates the performance of
VLAD on Holidays-L under varying aggregation% for two
different burst detection methods, namely connected com-
ponents and HSC. As shown by the results of the prelim-
inary study in Fig. 4 and 5 in the paper, HSC is a spec-
tral method that produces both consistent groups of features
and a reasonable distribution of group sizes, that is actually
quite similar to that of connected components. Albeit more
simple, the approach based connected components turns out
to always be superior. The situation is even more favorable
for connected components vs. other methods. This is why,
after this preliminary analysis, we focus on connected com-
ponents in our experiments.

Vocabulary size. Fig. 2 shows the performance on
Holidays-L as a function the vocabulary size k. There is
an improvement of 2-3% over the baseline for a large range
of aggregation%. The relative improvement is higher for
smaller vocabularies. A possible explanation is that bursts
are split into different cells when the vocabulary is larger.

Power law. Fig. 2 also shows the effect of power law nor-
malization by repeating the measurements for α = 1 and
α = 0.7, where α is the power law parameter of [11]. It
can be seen that, by aggregating bursty features at an early
stage, we obtain at least as much gain as with power law
on baseline VLAD (with aggregation% = 1). Furthermore,
the two methods are complementary as power law yields a
further improvement of 1-1.5% on the highest performance
of our early aggregation. With k = 64 for instance, mAP
is 63.0 and 64.3 for α = 1 and α = 0.7, respectively. This
result is already very close to the highest value of 65.8 ob-
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Figure 1. VLAD performance vs. aggregation% on Holidays-L for
connected components (CC) and hierarchical spectral clustering
(HSC). Vocabulary size k = 16; baseline power law parameter
α = 1.
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Figure 2. VLAD performance vs. aggregation% on Holidays-L for
different vocabulary sizes k and different power law parameter α.

aggregation% 1.000 0.764 0.638 0.556

k = 16 41.3 42.7 44.1 45.0
k = 64 46.3 47.5 48.3 48.8

Table 1. VLAD mAP performance vs. aggregation% on Holidays-
L plus 100K distractors for two vocabulary sizes.

tained in [6] using residual normalization (RN) and local
coordinate system (LCS).

Large scale. Following Table 1 in the paper, Table 1 pro-
vides more results on large scale experiments on Holidays-L
plus 100K distractors. With a further decrease of aggrega-
tion%, we still get further absolute performance gain over
baseline VLAD (aggregation% = 1) at even more reduced
memory and query time. As in Fig. 2, the improvement is
higher for smaller vocabularies.

3. More results with SMK*/ASMK*
We extend here the evaluation on SMK*/ASMK* given

in section 4.3 in the paper, by providing results on varying
vocabulary size k, on the impact of SMK*/ASMK* selec-
tivity on Holidays-L, on the Oxford and Paris datasets, on
multiple assignment and on large scale experiments. We
also include a comparison to the state-of-the-art. Unless
otherwise stated, we use a vocabulary of k = 65K, selec-
tivity parameter α = 3 and asymmetric aggregation. This
corresponds to aggregation% = 1 for SMK*, and less than
1 for ASMK* because ASMK* provides its own form of
aggregation. We measure the total aggregation%, i.e., the
ratio of encoded descriptors over initial descriptors.

Vocabulary size. Fig. 3 compares different vocabulary
sizes on Holidays-L. By adopting our early burst aggrega-
tion, we get absolute improvement over all sizes. We ob-
serve that the improved trade-off holds for all tested vo-
cabulary sizes. The improvement is more significant for
SMK*: performance remains constant or improves even for
60% aggregation before starting to drop. This is expected
because ASMK* includes another form of aggregation.

Selectivity. The impact of SMK*/ASMK* selectivity is
evaluated in Fig. 4. It appears that the previous observa-
tions hold under varying selectivity and our method main-
tains good performance over a wide range of aggregation%.

More datasets. We also compare symmetric to asymmet-
ric aggregation on Oxford and Paris as well, as shown in
Fig. 5,6 respectively. These datasets are notoriously more
difficult for methods operating under limited memory. Still,
our method maintains a good memory efficiency. In Paris
for instance, we can keep only 50% features for a 4% drop
in mAP. Asymmetric aggregation is still superior for low
aggregation%.

Multiple assignment. We further evaluate our burst de-
tection and aggregation by adopting multiple assignment
(MA) in the ASMK* framework. We apply it on the query
side only as in [9], which is consistent with not aggregating
query descriptors in our asymmetric strategy. We use the
five nearest visual words as in [17]. Fig. 7 shows ASMK*
results for two initial feature sets. Holidays-L still maintains
a gain of 6-7% over Holidays-S at the same memory, so we
still offer a significant performance boost at no cost. Com-
paring to Fig. 9 in the paper, observe that single and multi-
ple assignment give similar performance when aggregating;
this means we can have this boost at a fraction of query time
without multiple assignment. Finally, Fig. 8 shows ASMK*
results on Oxford and Paris; under multiple assignment, we
even get absolute performance improvement in this case.



dataset Holidays-L 101K Oxford 105K

aggregation% 0.65 0.52 0.28 0.90 0.76 0.55
mAP 85.1 84.5 77.6 68.9 68.9 63.6

Table 2. ASMK* mAP performance on Holidays-L and Oxford
plus 100K distractors. Vocabulary size: 65K. The first column of
each dataset is the baseline mAP and aggregation% in ASMK*.

Large scale. Following Table 2 in the paper, Table 2 pro-
vides more results on large scale experiments on Holidays-L
and Oxford plus 100K distractors. It is interesting that e.g.
in Oxford, the result is more promising than at small scale:
we can save 15% of memory at no performance cost while
increasing efficiency, or keep only 50% features for a 5%
drop in mAP.

Comparison to the state of the art. Table 3 shows
state-of-the-art results compared to our best results on
ASMK*. We only compare to methods relating to vocab-
ularies and descriptor representation and not e.g. spatial
matching [13],[3], query expansion [5],[18], feature aug-
mentation [19],[1] or nearest neighbor re-ranking [15],[7].

The first group of methods in Table 3 relies on a large vo-
cabulary (1M or more) and in general does not include any
descriptor signature. Note that [13] differs from [14] mainly
in the quality of local descriptors; the descriptors of [13] are
used in most other works, including ours. One way to im-
prove performance in this setting is to learn an even larger
vocabulary (16M) on a much larger training set [12], which
is a costly off-line process. Another way is to use the ex-
tremely fine partition of a multi-index [4], as in [2], which
cannot be fully inverted so there are four additional bytes as
a descriptor signature.

The second group relies on a smaller vocabulary (100K
or less) and embeds a descriptor signature, e.g. a Hamming
code [9], as in [8],[17] and this work, or product quantiza-
tion code [10], as in [16]. This is in most cases superior
to the first group with an only slightly slower query, but re-
quires 64 additional bits for the signature.

The third group includes ASMK* [17] and this work.
Here the descriptor signature is still 64 bits, but the number
of descriptors is reduced compared to all previous methods,
as indicated by aggregation%, which is different for each
dataset. Despite the lower memory and faster query, these
methods are in general superior to all previous ones. Addi-
tionally, we get a significant performance gain of 7% in Hol-
idays over [17] and a lower gain of up to 1% in the remain-
ing datasets. The former is obtained by starting from the
larger feature set and aggregating such that the total number
of features is not higher than in [17], as shown in Fig. 7;
the latter is due to the absolute performance improvement
shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 3. SMK*/ASMK* performance vs. aggregation% on
Holidays-L for different vocabulary sizes k. Selectivity exponent
α = 3. Asymmetric aggregation.
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Figure 4. SMK*/ASMK* performance vs. aggregation% on
Holidays-L for different values of selectivity exponent α. Vocabu-
lary size k = 65K. Asymmetric aggregation.
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Figure 5. SMK*/ASMK* performance vs. aggregation% on Ox-
ford for symmetric and asymmetric aggregation. Vocabulary size
k = 65K; selectivity exponent α = 3.
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Figure 6. SMK*/ASMK* performance vs. aggregation% on Paris
for symmetric and asymmetric aggregation. Vocabulary size k =
65K; selectivity exponent α = 3.
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Figure 7. ASMK* performance vs. average number of aggregated
descriptors per image on Holidays with multiple assignment for
two initial feature sets and for symmetric and asymmetric aggre-
gation. Vocabulary size k = 65K; selectivity exponent α = 3.
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Figure 8. ASMK* performance vs. aggregation% on Oxford and
Paris with multiple assignment. Vocabulary size k = 65K; selec-
tivity exponent α = 3. Asymmetric aggregation.

Dataset MA Hol. Paris Oxf.

BoW [14] - - 40.3
BoW [14] X - - 49.3
BoW [13] - - 55.8

Fine vocab. [12] 74.9 74.9 74.2
Multi-index [2] X - 69.6 70.3

HE [9] 74.5 - 51.7
HE [9] X 77.5 - 56.1

AHE+burst [8] 79.4 - 66.0
AHE+burst [8] X 81.9 - 69.8
Query ad. [16] 81.4 70.3 73.9
Query ad. [16] X 82.1 73.6 78.0

aggregation% 78% 86% 89%
ASMK* [17] 80.0 74.4 76.4
ASMK* [17] X 81.0 77.0 80.4

This work X 88.1 77.5 81.3

Table 3. Comparison of our best mAP result to state-of-the-art us-
ing inverted files as in BoW or also local descriptors as in HE.
We only report results for the initial large-scale ranking (no spatial
re-ranking).
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